BAGGAGE CALCULATOR ONLINE
KEY USE CASES
Baggage Calculator Online is the simple solution that will keep pace with additional, complicated
regulatory changes while presenting the information you need at any moment.

CASE 1
Data Coding Validation
Testing policies before they are sent
to the entire industry ensures that
you are putting truly competitive and
correct baggage data into the market
that follows your current policies.

CASE 2
Validating Interline Policies
Knowing all interline and alliance partner
airlines means you always have the
correct baggage policy so there’s no
confusionfor airlines or passengers.

CASE 3

Analysts need to have the
most accurate and
real-time information.

Analyzing Competitive
Policies
Analyzing competitive baggage policies
creates better opportunities for revenue
goals and customer satisfaction.

CASE 4
Auditing Debit Memos
Quickly auditing baggage policies helps you
reduce debit memos that come from interlining
to safeguard against incorrect debits.
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BAGGAGE CALCULATOR INTEGRATED
KEY USE CASES
AIRPORT RESERVATIONS AND CHECK-IN KIOSKS
Solution
A potential customer rushes to your airline’s reservation counter for the ﬁrst ﬂight
out to New York.
1. Before, your ticketing agent would have to look in an outdated book or know off
the top of her head what baggage is allowed and its cost for the speciﬁc itinerary.
2. With Baggage Calculator Integrated, your ticketing agent now can book a ﬂight
and know precisely what the itinerary allows based on market and regulations.

Having accurate information at
your ﬁngertips is important not
only to airline reservations, but
to customers checking in
themselves.

Your passenger decides to check in at the kiosk for his ﬂight. Baggage Calculator
Integrated relays all possible baggage policy information to him quickly and accurately.

Result
Airlines create more efﬁcient and painless environments for airport reservations and
passenger check-ins, leaving your airline teams stress-free and your passengers pleased.

BETTER ONLINE RESERVATION CHANNELS
With online reservations quickly overtaking more traditional routes
of booking, you must integrate your baggage policies with all your
reservation systems so you
can stay competitive and
realize full revenues. If your
potential passengers aren’t
informed of correct baggage
policies, they’re left confused
and frustrated while you’re left
without a loyal customer.

Solution
A customer goes to your website to directly
book tickets from LAX to DFW.
Once she selects the fare she wants, her
optional services selection pops up.
Baggage Calculator Integrated immediately
calculates what baggage allowance and
charges she has with her speciﬁc fare.

Result
With Baggage Calculator Integrated, the airline or online travel agency can
seamlessly link baggage policies based on itineraries to reservations,
creating ease and clarity for passengers booking online.
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